
WHO TO CONTACT DURING THE LIVE PROGRAM

For Additional Registrations:

-Call Strafford Customer Service 1-800-926-7926 x1 (or 404-881-1141 x1)

For Assistance During the Live Program:

-On the web, use the Chat function to send a message

If you get disconnected during the program, you can simply log in using your original instructions and PIN.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE LIVE PROGRAM

This program is approved for 2 CPE credit hours. To earn credit you must:

• Participate in the program on your own computer connection (no sharing) – if you need to register 

additional people, please call customer service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1 (or 404-881-1141 ext. 1).  

Strafford accepts American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover.

• Listen on-line via your computer speakers.

• Respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.  

• To earn full credit, you must remain connected for the entire program.
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Tips for Optimal Quality FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY

Sound Quality

When listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 

of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 

connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, please e-mail sound@straffordpub.com

immediately so we can address the problem.

mailto:sound@straffordpub.com


Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 

order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 

Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 

at www.straffordpub.com.
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Notice

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY 

THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY 

OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT 

MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR 

RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN. 

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, 

without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction 

described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to, 

any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 

subject to change.  Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 

determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Tax Planning

“Anyone may so arrange his affairs that his taxes 
shall be as low as possible; he is not bound to 
choose that pattern which will best pay the 
Treasury; there is not even a patriotic duty to 
increase one’s taxes.”

—Judge Learned Hand, 

Gregory v. Helvering, 69 F2d 809, 810 (2d Cir. 1934).
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II. Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion (“DSUE”)
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VIII. Final Thoughts
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I. Estate Tax Overview – Electing 
Portability

A. What is Portability?

B. Legislative History

C. Federal Estate Tax Basics

D. Advantages of Portability

E. Disadvantages of Portability
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I. Estate Tax Overview – Electing 
Portability

A. What is Portability? The ability to transfer a deceased

spouse’s unused unified gift/estate tax exemption amount to

his/her surviving spouse.

B. Legislative History: Portability was introduced by Section

303(a) of the Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance

Reauthorization and Job Creation Act of 2010

(“TRUIRJCA”). The American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012

(“ATRA”) made portability permanent with the removal of

the statute’s sunset provision.
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I. Estate Tax Overview – Electing 
Portability

C. Federal Estate Tax Basics: “A tax is hereby imposed on the transfer of the taxable estate of every decedent
who is a citizen or resident of the United States.” (IRC § 2001(a))

Federal Estate Tax Rate – The Federal Estate Tax Rate is 40%. To determine a decedent’s estate tax obligation, the Federal Estate
Tax Rate is multiplied by the sum of (i) a decedent’s “taxable estate”, plus (ii) the total value of the decedent’s adjusted taxable
gifts, minus (iii) the aggregate amount of gift tax which would have been payable with respect to the gifts made by the decedent
after December 31, 1976. (IRC § 2001(b) & (c))

Basic Exclusion Amount – IRC §2010(c)(3)(A) provides for a Basic Exclusion Amount from Federal Estate Tax in the amount of
$5,000,000, which under §2010(c)(B) is indexed for inflation adjustments for decedents dying after 2011.

“Super” Exclusion Amount – IRC §2010(c)(3)(C) provides for an increase to the Basic Exclusion Amount to $10,000,000 (as
indexed for inflation) for decedents dying or gifts made after December 31, 2017 and before January 1, 2026. The Basic Exclusion
Amount in 2022 is $12,060,000. (IRC § 2010(c)(3))

Applicable Exclusion Amount – The Applicable Exclusion Amount is the Basic Exclusion Amount and in the case of a surviving
spouse, the Deceased Spouse’s Unused Exclusion Amount (“DSUEA”) from the survivor’s deceased spouse. (IRC § 2010(c)(2))

Unified Federal Estate & Gift Tax Credit – The Applicable Exclusion Amount is unified with the Federal Gift Tax exclusion and is
effectively lowered by the value of taxable gifts made during the life of a decedent or a deceased spouse for which no gift tax was
paid.

Estate Tax Deductions – A decedent’s “taxable estate” is the gross value of the estate including taxable inter vivos gifts, net of the
Estate Tax Marital Deduction, Charitable Deduction, and expenses necessary to the administration of the decedent’s estate. (IRC
§§ 2053, 2055, and 2056)
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I. Estate Tax Overview – Electing 
Portability

D. Advantages of Portability:

1. Combine both spouse’sApplicable Exclusion Amount

2. Simplified Trust Administration – AB Trusts no longer necessary

3. Obviates need to segregate assets upon 1st Spouse’s death

4. Enables a Basis Adjustment on Second Spouse To Die

5. Potential Expansion of Applicable Exclusion Amount if multiple

predeceased spouses through lifetime gifting

6. Possible Avoidance of State Transfer Taxation in Decoupled States
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I. Estate Tax Overview – Electing 
Portability

E. Disadvantages of Portability:

1. Future growth is still inside the estate of surviving spouse

2. Requires filing of a Form 706 Estate Tax Return, even if deceased

spouse has a nontaxable estate

3. Unexpected state estate tax if survivor relocates

4. Planning issues for couples with children from prior marriage

5. Family discord with regard to making the election

6. GST Exemption not portable
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II. Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion 
(“DSUE”) Amount

A. DSUE Calculation - IRC § 2010(4)

B. Election Required

C. Return Requirements

D. Gifts By Surviving Spouse

E. “Last Deceased Spouse”

F. Miscellaneous Special Rules

G. Planning Opportunities
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II. Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion 

(“DSUE”) Amount 

A. DSUE Calculation - IRC § 2010(4): With respect to a surviving

spouse of a deceased spouse dying after December 31, 2010, the term

“deceased spousal unused exclusion amount” means the lesser of:

1. The Basic Exclusion Amount in the year of death of the decedent;

OR

2. The excess of:

(a) The Applicable Exclusion Amount of the last such deceased

spouse of such surviving spouse, over

(b) The amount with respect to which the tentative tax is

determined under IRC §2001(b)(1) on the estate of such deceased spouse.
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II. Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion 

(“DSUE”) Amount

B. Election Required: The availability of DSUE is not automatic and must
be elected. Under IRC § 2010(5), DSUE may only be factored into a surviving
spouse’s Applicable Exclusion Amount if the executor of the deceased spouse’s
estate elects portability on a timely filed estate tax return (including extensions) for
the deceased spouse upon which the DSUE amount is computed and makes a
DSUE election on such return that such amount may be so taken into account.
(See Tr. Reg. 20.2010-2(a)(1) & (2))

1. Default Election if 706 Filed: If Executor timely files and properly
completes Form 706, the executor must affirmatively state on the return or in an
attachment that the estate is not electing portability. (See Tr. Reg. 20.2010-2(a)(3))

2. Election Irrevocable: Once made, the DSUE election is generally
irrevocable. An executor, on or before the due date of the return (including
extensions actually granted) can make or supersede a portability election
previously made. (See Tr. Reg. 20.2010-2(a)(4))
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II. Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion 

(“DSUE”) Amount

B. Election Required Contd.

3. Election Deadline: The DSUE election must be made on a timely filed
Form 706 (including extensions) and cannot be made retroactively, with two limited exceptions:

a. Treasury Regulation 301.9100-2 – For taxpayers who filed an estate
tax return without an extension, but failed to make the DSUE election, an
automatic 6 month extension applies.

b. Treasury Regulation 301.9100-3 – For taxpayers failing to timely file a
deceased spouse’s estate tax return, relief may be requested under Treasury
Regulation 301.9100-3 if such failure was reasonable and in good faith, but such
request must be made by private letter ruling.

c. Revenue Procedure 2022-32 – Relief for up to five years now
available in certain situations.

4. Estates Eligible to Make the Election: The portability election is only
eligible for the estates of decedents:

a. Who were United States citizens or permanent residents at the time
of their death; and

b. Who died on/or after January 1, 2011
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II. Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion 

(“DSUE”) Amount

B. Election Required Contd.

5. Who Can Make The Election: The DSUE election can only be made

by certain individuals:

a. Appointed Executor – The executor or administrator of the estate

of a decedent who is appointed, qualified and acting within the United States,

within the meaning of IRC § 2203;

b. Non-appointed Executor – If there is no appointed executor, any

person in actual or constructive possession of any property of the decedent (a non-

appointed executor) may timely file the estate tax return on behalf of the estate of

the decedent and, in so doing, elect portability of the decedent’s DSUE amount.

c. Not Necessarily the Surviving Spouse – Although unlikely, it is

possible that the surviving spouse may be precluded from making the election!
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II. Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion 

(“DSUE”) Amount

C. Return Requirements

1. General Rule – An estate tax return will be considered complete

and properly prepared if prepared in accordance with the issued Form 706

instructions and the requirements of Tr. Reg. §§ 20.6018-2, 20.6018-3, and

20.6018-4. (See Tr. Reg. 20.2010-2(a)(7)

2. Exception to General Rule – Reporting of value not required for

certain property which may be estimated.

3. DSUE Computation – IRC §2010(c)(5)(A) requires an executor to

include a computation of the DSUE amount on the 706. This requirement is

satisfied by the timely filing of a complete and properly prepared estate tax

return.
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II. Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion 

(“DSUE”) Amount

D. Gifts By Surviving Spouse: The DSUE is available for use by a

surviving spouse at any time following the deceased spouse’s death, whether

for gifts or testamentary transfers, assuming a timely and effective portability

election is made on Form 706 for the deceased spouse, and the deceased

spouse is the last deceased spouse at the time of transfer by the surviving

spouse. (Regs. §§ 20.2010-3(a)(1) and 25.2505-2(a)(1))
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II. Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion 

(“DSUE”) Amount

E. “Last Deceased Spouse”:
1. The DSUE only applies to the unused exclusion amount of a surviving

spouse’s last deceased spouse.

2. The last deceased spouse is the most recently deceased individual who, at
that individual’s death after December 31, 2010, was married to the surviving spouse, regardless
of whether such deceased spouse made a portability election. The identity of the last deceased
spouse is unaffected by marriage to a new spouse or subsequent divorce.

3. Note, when a survivor makes a taxable gift in a given year, any available
DSUE amount is applied first, before the survivor’s own basic exclusion amount.

4. Further, because the DSUE amount available to a survivor at a given
moment is the DSUE amount of the survivor’s last deceased spouse, it is possible for a busy
survivor to use the DSUE amount of an unlimited number of deceased spouses to shelter gifts far
in excess of the typical exclusion amounts.
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II. Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion 

(“DSUE”) Amount

F. Miscellaneous Special Rules:

1. Property Passing to QDOTs - The DSUEA amount for any property
passing to a QDOT is tentative, subject to reduction for any tax due on
distributions made from QDOT or any other taxable event relating to the QDOT.

2. Extended Statute of Limitations – If DSUE is claimed, there is an
open statute of limitations applicable to Deceased Spouse’s Estate and Gift Tax
Returns for decedent’s dying after June 12, 2015. (See Tr. Reg. § 20.2001-2)

3. DSUE Used First for Gifts - DSUE applied first to gifts made by
surviving spouse, before Basic Exclusion Amount, and may be applied to lifetime
gifts even if remarried. (See Tr. Reg. § 20.2010-1(e)(4) & (5))
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II. Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion 
(“DSUE”) Amount

G. Planning Opportunities:

1. Flexibility

2. Married Couples with Tweener Estates

3. Married Couples with Disproportionate Assets

4. Planning for Difficult Assets

5. Surviving Spouse Gift Planning

6. Disclaimer Trusts
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III. DSUE on IRS Form 706 Estate Tax Return Part 6

A. Portability Election on Form 706 – The estate of a decedent with a surviving

spouse elects portability of the DSUEA by completing and timely filing Form

706. No further action is required to elect portability.

B. Opting Out – The estate of a decedent with a surviving spouse which files Form

706 but does not wish to elect portability may opt out by checking the box on Part

6, Section A.

C. DSUE Amount Portable to Surviving Spouse – Section C of Part 6 of Form 706

sets for the basic calculation which incorporates items reported on Part 2 of Form

706. Effectively a decedent’s DSUEA is the:

Applicable Exclusion Amount plus Taxable Gifts

MINUS

The Gross Value of Decedent’s Estate net of any allowable deductions, plus any

Taxable Gifts other than those for which gift tax was paid or payable
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IV. DSUE on IRS Form 709 Gift Tax Return Schedule C

A. IRS Form 709, Schedule C, Part 1: A surviving spouse can apply the DSUE
amount from the survivor’s last deceased spouse to gifts made during the
survivors remaining life. For a particular reporting year, all current and prior gifts
for which a survivor is applying DSUE amount from a last deceased spouse
should be reported in Part 1.

B. IRS Form 709, Schedule C, Part 2: A surviving spouse who is properly applying
the DSUE amount of the survivor’s other deceased spouses to gifts made during
the survivor’s life should report the amount of such gifts in Part 2.

C. Survivor’s Applicable Credit: The Survivor’s Applicable Credit against gift tax
for a given year is the Survivor’s basic unified estate and gift tax exclusion
amount, plus any DSUE amount properly applied from the survivor’s last
deceased spouse, plus any DSUE amount properly applied previously from the
survivor’s other predeceased spouses. The Applicable Credit is then applied
against all taxable gifts made by a taxpayer in current and previous years in
determining whether any gift tax is owed.
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Year Estate Tax 
Exemption

Top Estate Tax 
Rate

1997 $600,000 55%

… … …

2000-2001 $675,000 55%

2002 $1,000,000 50%

… … …

2009 $3,500,000 45%

2010 $5,000,000 or $0 35% or 0%

2011 $5,000,000 35%

… … …

2017 $5,490,000 40%

2018 $11,180,000 40%

2019 $11,400,000 40%

2020 $11,580,000 40%

2021 $11,700,000 40%

2022 $12,060,000 40% 28



Applicable Credit Amount:
(a) Basic Exclusion Amount for 2022:   $12,060,000

Basic Exclusion continues to adjust for inflation until

2026 = $5,000,000 as inflation adjusted ($6,000,000??)

plus

(b) Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion

Decedents dying after 12/31/2010
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Applicable Credit Amount:
(a)  Basic Exclusion Amount

2022  $3,500,000 BASIC EXCLUSION AMOUNT

plus

(b) Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion

Decedents dying after 12/31/2010
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 Present
◦ 40% tax on amount over Applicable Credit Amount 

(Basic Exclusion + DSUE)

 99.5% Act
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Betty died 1/1/2019 with $11,400,000 of assets
$11,400,000 went outright to her husband, Jon

2019 Basic Exclusion Amount = $11,400,000

Betty’s executors elected portability DSUE = 
$11,400,000
Jon dies in 2026
2026 Basic Exclusion Amount = $6,800,000

Credit for calculating Jon’s estate tax is $6,800,000
PLUS $11,400,000 DSUE = $18,200,000
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Always file for PORTABILITY

-DSUE is preserved even when Basic 
Exclusion Amount decreases in 2026 to $5 
million as adjusted for inflation

-Portability continues under 99.5% Act
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Lori Silver (wife)

Fred Crooger (husband)

1/3/2020    Lori Silver dies

3/17/2020 Fred Crooger marries Lisa 
Vanderflatts 

2/2/2021 Lisa Vanderflatts dies

7/12/2021 Fred Crooger dies
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$1,511,000 gift to sister Monica in 2002

$11,000 annual gift tax exclusion

$1,000,000 unified credit equivalent

-gift tax due when lifetime gifts exceed 
$1,000,000
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SUMMARY:

$1,511,000 gift to sister

$11,000 annual gift tax exclusion

$1,500,000 net taxable gift

$210,000 gift tax

Tax is on amount of the gift over $1,000,000

Tax is on $500,000
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 Fred M. Crooger – surviving spouse

 Moses Fine – son
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 $1,000,000 Transworld life insurance
◦ Beneficiary:  Son

 $2,000,000 house -- joint tenancy with 
husband

 $500,000 Charitable Remainder Unitrust
◦ Now payable to Germantown YMCA – Charity

 $500,000 IRA – Beneficiary: husband
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$11,580,000 filing threshold for 2020 Form 706 –
Federal Estate Tax Return

$1,000,000  -- life insurance
$1,000,000  -- ½ of jointly owned house
$   500,000  -- Charitable Remainder Unitrust
$   500,000  -- IRA
$3,000,000  -- gross estate

$1,500,000  -- 2002 taxable gift
$4,500,000  -- gross estate plus taxable gifts

Would you file a Federal Estate Tax Return?
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Estates of decedents from January 1, 2011, 
forward

 Making the DSUE election:
◦ Timely filed federal estate tax return 

OR

◦ Extension of time

Rev. Proc. 2022-32

File Form 706 within 5 years of Death

(Supersedes-Rev. Proc. 2017-34 which allowed 
for filing 2 years from date of death if under 
Basic Exclusion Amount)

ON TOP OF FORM 706:  “FILED PURSUANT TO REV. 
PROC. 2022- 32 TO ELECT PORTABILITY UNDER           
§ 2010(c)(5)(A).”
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A. Special Rule - Under the special rule of Treasury
Regulations § 20.2010-2(a)(7)(ii), executors of estates who
are not required to file Form 706 because the gross value of
the estate and previous taxable gifts is below the basic
exclusion amount, but who are filing solely to elect
portability of the decedent’s DSUEA to the surviving spouse
are not required to report the value of certain property
eligible for either the marital deduction or the charitable
deduction.

B. Reporting - The value of any of those assets must be
estimated and included in the total value of the gross estate,
rounded down to the nearest $250,000, but needn’t be
itemized on the recapitulation in Form 706, Part 5.
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“Simplified” Return if filing for Portability Only

 Completely and properly prepared

 Under the $12,060,000 filing requirement

◦ Estimate value of assets eligible for Marital or 
Charitable Deduction
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Box 11:  If you are estimating the value of 
assets included in the gross estate on line 1 
pursuant to the special rule of Reg. section 
20.2010-2T(a)(7)(ii), check here ⊠
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Estimated assets to spouse or charity:

$1,000,000  -- ½ of jointly owned house

$   500,000  -- Charitable Remainder Unitrust

$   500,000  -- IRA

$2,000,000  -- estimated assets
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DO THE

WORKSHEETS!

SHE PAID 

$210,000

OF GIFT TAX 

ON 2002 

RETURN
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$1,000,000 life insurance to son

$1,500,000 taxable gift to sister

$2,500,000 uses applicable exclusion amount

Marital and charitable items do not use 
exclusion
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$9,580,000 DSUE to surviving spouse
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1/3/20  Lori Silver dies
Fred M. Crooger is surviving spouse

10/3/20 – Lori’s executor files a Federal Estate Tax 
Return and elects portability

3/17/20  Fred M. Crooger marries Lisa 
Vanderflatts

6/1/20  Fred M. Crooger gives $2,015,000 to Janet 
Crooger (his daughter)
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1/3/20  Lori Silver dies
Fred M. Crooger is surviving spouse

10/3/20 – Lori’s executor files a Federal Estate Tax Return and elects 
portability  

$9,580,000    DSUE portable to Fred M. Crooger

3/17/20  Fred M. Crooger marries Lisa Vanderflatts

6/1/20  Fred M. Crooger gives $2,015,000 to Janet Crooger (his daughter)

2/2/21     Lisa Vanderflatts dies

4/15/21  Fred M. Crooger files 2020 gift tax return
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$1,000,000 to Jiggy Vanderflatts (son)

$8,500,000 residue to Fred M. Crooger 
(husband)
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DSUE to Fred Crooger:  $10,700,000
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1/3/20  Lori Silver dies
Fred M. Crooger is surviving spouse

10/3/20 – Lori’s executor files a Federal Estate Tax Return and elects portability 
(DSUE $9,580,000)

3/17/20  Fred M. Crooger marries Lisa Vanderflatts

6/1/20  Fred M. Crooger gives $2,015,000 to Janet Crooger (his daughter) (uses 
$2,000,000 of $9,580,000 available DSUE)

2/2/21  Lisa Vanderflatts dies

11/2/21  Lisa’s executor files a Federal Estate Tax Return and elects portability 
(DSUE  $10,700,000)

7/12/21  Fred M. Crooger dies
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Residue of estate to daughter
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$22,400,100   gross estate

$2,000,000     gifts

$24,400,100   subject to estate tax
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 Amount of gifts on which gift tax was paid 
increases the DSUE

 Filing a 706 for portability only – possible to 
estimate assets passing to a spouse or charity

 DSUE applied to surviving spouse’s lifetime 
gifts first

 Rev. Proc. 2022-32

 “Last deceased spouse rule” 

 File for portability – law change, surviving 
spouse wins lottery!
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A. File/Amend Filing if still within timeframe

B. Private Letter Rulings - Treasury Regulation § 301.9100-3

C. Revenue Procedure 2017-34 (superseded)

D. Revenue Procedure 2022-32 (5 year simplified Method)

E. Protective Claims for Credits or Refunds of Tax
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A. Super-Exemption Sunset

B. Green Book

C. New Legislation

D. Planning Opportunities Remain
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